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Queen Jones has worked at Carobell for over 22

years; she was hired November 2001 and began

working at QP 1, then SR 1.

Everyone at Carobell knew Queen whether they

worked directly with her or not; she was an asset to

all the homes as well as all the members. Her title

was Senior Habilitation Tech., but she served as a

trainer and mentor to staff, a valuable resource of

knowledge about the agency, and a strong advocate

for the members we serve. She has been devoted to

assisting the members to enjoy an enhanced quality

of life and reach goals that some would think were

unattainable. Loving them as part of her own family

was demonstrated in her outstanding work

performance. We want to thank her for her

commitment and dedication to Carobell. We can’t

express enough, how much we will all miss her smile,

laugh, and leadership. Congratulations on your

retirement; you will always be a part of the Carobell

family!
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Alexis is the "Coffee Queen" at Queen's Pond II!

She is the woman to join in with you at any

dance party. She is ready to chit chat with a

cup of coffee and a delicious snack. She is also

ready for the coldest weather by being

prepared with her beanie, scarf and gloves. She

enjoys a nice "spa day", or "girl's day" with

fingernail painting or hairstyling, along with a

relaxing day looking at a good book while

wearing her robe. She is such a huge helper and

is willing be right by your side to try at any

challenge/tasks. If you need to know the name

or sounds of any animals, along with

emergency vehicles, she is your girl! If you need

a pick me up, she is there for you with a good

hand clap and amazing smile to cheer you on!

Alexis

FAREWELL TO OUR

BELOVED QUEEN!!!



LIVE2LEAD ROUND 2!

Our second round of Live2Lead went off without a hitch! Thank you to everyone who

supported and attended this event with us.

This experience has taught each of us so much, and we are incredibly grateful that we were

given the opportunity to share this with the community TWICE!

If you didn’t have the opportunity to attend, but are interested in what this course can offer

you, scan the QR code below or reach out to Sebrina to ask about a private showing!
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And the winner is...

The winner of Carobell’s 2023 winter

decorating contest was Sandridge 4, and

Shawnna couldn’t have been more excited to

receive the trophy on their behalf.

A special shoutout to our second and third

place winners as well, Sandridge 3 and

Sandridge 2! Their creativity and festive spirit

made Carobell brighter and merrier this

holiday season.
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DONATE HERE

I Will Serve!

Carobell staff and members celebrated MLK

Day by going out and serving the community!

Everyone enjoyed getting the opportunity to

deliver cookies to the Cottages of Swansboro

and bring smiles to faces.

Mission

As a community service provider, we hold a passion and commitment to administering the highest

quality of care and service delivery. With our dedication to person-centered outcomes, Carobell Inc.

leverages established best practices to fulfill our goal of continuous quality improvement; while

implementing holistic, innovative, techniques and strategies we aim to empower our members to reach

their fullest potential.

Vision

To continue to develop professional services and quality supports that focus on empowering

independence and personal dignity.

Philosophy

Carobell’s scope and philosophy holds that all individuals regardless of ability level, their gender, sexual

orientation, sexual preference, age, and language have the right to full inclusion in the community of

his/her choice.  We embrace the principles of the founders that the individuals we serve are treated

with the utmost respect. The participation of family, friends, natural supports, and all other

stakeholders as key members of each individual’s circle of support is highly encouraged. Carobell’s

commitment to providing a quality, person-centered way of life in the safest environment possible is

illuminated by its statewide reputation and reflects the pride of the communities it serves.


